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Publishable Executive Summary
The pocket guide for tourist on how to behave around research stations and their local communities
has been developed in collaboration with station managers. The guide seeks to make tourists aware
of the potential benefits and harms which may occur when visiting INTERACT stations and
interacting with the research and the people in the surrounding area. The guide is an awareness tool
comprising four sections 1) What goes on at a research station (Science, different disciplines,
instruments, plots, etc.), 2) Research stations and tourism (all stations must find a balance between
science, safety, education/awareness within their own setting), 3) Impacts of tourism (Tourists can
influence a research station and the surrounding area in different positive and negative ways) 4)
Expected behaviour around research stations (Familiarisation with local regulations and guidelines,
Be aware of the science, Be aware of local residents).
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1.

What goes on at research stations

Research stations are managed to provide a platform for scientists studying a variety of issues
related for example to climate change, ecosystems and biodiversity protection, pollution, landscape
processes, societies, and cultures which all require scientific investigation. Scientists may stay at the
research station all year or may visit research stations once or several times over consecutive years
and stay for anything from a few days to months.
Scientific studies often require instruments to be set up to capture data or designation on the ground
of vegetation, geological or glacial plots that are visited to study changes over time. Some scientists
study changes in the natural environment others the impact of human activities. Thus, the
requirements for scientists differ based on the aim of their studies; some need pristine
environments, while others study human—ecosystem interactions in human modified environments.
INTERACT research stations are open to scientists from all over the world and stations work
together to identify good practices and offer the best possible service to visiting scientists. Some
stations also have accommodation and welcome interested tourists.

2.

Research stations and tourism

Many INTERACT stations welcome tourists at the station. Depending on the activities and their
need for pristine environments, there may be access restrictions to ensure that research activities can
be carried out in accordance with the scientific aims. At the same time, research stations have an
interest in contributing to awareness raising and education and some obtain economic contributions
from visiting tourists. In addition, many encourage voluntary data collecting by tourists through
specific programs, often using smart phones and thus increase the number of observations of a
phenomenon or animal (such data collection often termed citizen science). Each station therefore
may have a different perspective on the tourism (Fig 1). Research stations need to find a balance
between positive and negative interactions with tourists that allows them to achieve their scientific
aims and at the same time welcome tourists at the station and surrounding environment (Fig 2).
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Figure 1. Range of possible interactions with tourist reported by INTERACT research station
managers.

Figure 2. Tourists may interact positively or negatively with INTERACT station managers.
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3.

Impacts of tourism

3.1.Positive impacts
The many benefits of interacting with tourists are recognised by station managers (Fig. 3). Tourists
can be a key stakeholder for achieving awareness and educational aims of research stations, and
tourists can contribute directly to science by taking part in citizen science programmes (e.g.
collecting sighting of animals) or by taking part in research projects as subjects offering their
opinion for example on the value of protected areas. Tourism may also contribute with economic
benefits, either directly to the station (through for example sale of guided tours/talks and
merchandise) and indirectly to the local community (through local accommodation for tourists
attracted to the research station or local tour operators/guides taking tourists to the research stations
and surrounding area).

Figure 3. Categories and examples of positive interactions identified by station managers that can
result from research stations interactions with tourists.

3.2.Negative impacts
Tourists can negatively impact research activities by interfering physically with scientific
instruments or study sites or being a source of contamination - either knowingly or unknowingly
(Table 1). Table 1 provides a summary list of potential impacts tourists may have on the most
common compartments of the environments researched at or around INTERACT stations. Most
stations have very good relations with the local community so have included the potential negative
impacts on them in this list as a reminder.
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Table 1. Examples of negative interaction that can results from tourists visiting research stations
and their surroundings.

4.

Expected behaviour around research stations

Being aware of the impacts you as a tourist may have on the natural environment and the science
that goes on at research stations is the first step to guide your behaviour. Table 2 provides suggested
actions you can take to avoid the negative impacts of tourism identified by station managers who
conduct monitoring and experiments at INTERACT stations.
Here we provide a few guiding principles, the primary principle is to familiarise yourself with the
area (and station) you want to visit and consider how you may impact the natural environment and
the science that is conducted there by:
- Gather information on local regulations and visitor guidelines for the particular area you
want to visit from local tourist information centres.
- Explore the station website to see if they offer services to tourists or if you can contribute to
the science that goes on at the station.
- Respect regulations and any signage used to guide visitor behaviour – they are there for a
reason.
- Do not interfere with scientific instruments and stay out of marked study sites – you may
hamper years of research.
- Be respectful of local communities. Do not disturb artefacts and local traditions/livelihoods
and ask permission before doing something that may be considered inappropriate.
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Table 2. Suggested actions tourists can take to avoid negative interactions on INTERACT research stations.
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Understanding internationally recognised colour and shapes of signs (ISO 7010) is also important.
Five combinations of shape and colour are commonly used to distinguish between the type of
information presented in terms of hazards – these may be adapted for local use (Table 3).
Table 3. Summary of the International Organization for Standardization technical standard for
graphical hazard symbols on hazard and safety signs.

Sign type

Meaning

Prohibition
sign

Prohibition

Mandatory
sign

Must do

Warning sign

Warn of
hazard

Colour (per
ISO 7010)

Shape

Example

Circle with
diagonal line

Red

Blue

No open flame

Circle
Keep dog on a lead

Yellow

Safe
Condition
sign

Safety
equipment &
exits

Green

Fire Safety
sign

Fire Protection

Red

Equilateral
triangle with
rounded
corners

Roof avalanche

Square or
rectangular

Emergency Assembly
Point

Square
Fire Extinguisher

Research stations strive to be as open as possible, so we hope that you take the opportunity to gain
insight into what the research stations does and the results, contribute with what you can and
acknowledge that potential restrictions are there for a reason.
Please explore websites about the area and the research station you want to visit to learn what you
can expect and what is expected of you. You can find out more about INTERACT research stations
on www.eu-interact.org including links to websites of all INTERACT stations.
Let’s INTERACT
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